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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

A one-day postgraduate students’ workshop on publishing was held on 27th May 2021. 

It brought together 139 participants comprising 110 postgraduate students ,17 academic 

staff members and 12 non-academic staff members of the University of Embu (UoEm). 

The workshop aimed to sensitize the postgraduate students on manuscript preparation, 

navigating the peer review process, common challenges that face postgraduate students 

in  research and publication, the importance data analysis in a manuscript and  intellectual 

property especially patenting. The Vice-Chancellor of the University of Embu, Prof. 

Daniel Mugendi Njiru, in his opening remarks, emphasized on the need for quality 

publications indexed by reputable indexing bodies such as Scimago. He acknowledged 

the students who had published in high impact journals and  thus contributed to the 

webometric ranking of the University. The Deputy Vice-Chancellor (ARE), Prof. 

Kiplagat Kotut, emphasized the importance of students applying the knowledge from the 

workshop in preparing their manuscripts.  Dr Hellen Njura who graduated from UoEm 

in 2020, walked the participants through her struggles, endurance, resilience and triumph 

in her journey of publishing.  The importance of having SMART objectives and data 

analysis dominated discussions during the plenary sessions. The workshop was 

facilitated by; Prof. Romano Mwirichia the Director of Research and Extension, Prof. 

Nancy Budambula the Director of Board of Postgraduate Studies, Dr. Daniel Nthiwa and 

Dr. Julius Mugweru  lecturers in the Department of Biological Sciences, Mr. James Njue 

the University Librarian and  Dr. Hellen Njura, a PhD graduate from UoEm.  
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OPENING PRAYER 

The opening prayer was offered by Mr. Julius Letririo an M.Sc. Plant Ecology student.  

WELCOME REMARKS AND  INTRODUCTION OF PARTICIPANTS BY 

DIRECTOR BPS, PROF. NANCY BUDAMBULA 

The Director Board of Postgraduate Studies (BPS), Prof Nancy Budambula welcomed the 

participants to the 6th publishing workshop.  She recognized the presence of the Vice-Chancellor 

(VC), Prof. Daniel Mugendi, and the DVC (Academics, Research and Extension), Prof. Kiplagat 

Kotut. She introduced all the postgraduate students present by School, academic staff present, 

Directorate of BPS staff and the facilitators; Prof. Romano Mwirichia, Dr. Daniel Nthiwa, Dr. 

Julius Mugweru, Mr. James Njue and Dr. Hellen Njura. The Director appreciated the 

management for their support to postgraduate studies, granting permission for the planning and 

organizing of the workshop as well as supporting the workshop.  The Director urged all the 

participants to adhere to Covid-19 control protocols such as wearing masks correctly, washing 

hands, frequent sanitizing and keeping social distance. 

REMARKS BY DEPUTY VICE-CHANCELLOR (ACADEMICS, RESEARCH AND 

EXTENSION) 

The Deputy Vice-Chancellor (ARE), Prof. Kiplagat Kotut, in his welcoming remarks, 

acknowledged the presence of the Vice-Chancellor, the academic staff  and the postgraduate 

students. The DVC urged the students to attend all trainings and workshops organized by the 

University and observed that the University is fully committed to facilitating trainings. He 

pointed out that UoEm students were privileged to attend such seminars and workshops  which 

are supported by the University management. In addition, he highlighted some tips on how to 

publish, which include; the reason for publication, the knowledge gap, the right methods and 

interpretations, when to publish, where to publish, and lastly, the write-up  that would be 

discussed at the workshop. The DVC then invited the Vice-Chancellor to make his speech and 

officially open the workshop. 

  
The Deputy Vice-Chancellor (ARE), Prof. Kiplagat Kotut addressing participants at the 6th 

publishing workshop 
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VICE-CHANCELLOR’S SPEECH DURING THE 6TH POSTGRADUATE STUDENTS 

PUBLISHING WORKSHOP 

The workshop was officially opened by the Vice-Chancellor of the University of Embu, Prof. 

Daniel Mugendi. The VC assured the students that the University is dedicated to ensuring that 

postgraduate students are engaged in quality research that could be published in high-impact 

journals indexed by reputable bodies such as Scimago. He further noted that the major aim of 

the workshop was to impact students with knowledge and skills on; publishing, patenting and 

plagiarism prevention.  The VC emphasized  that the students were required to attend the all 

postgraduate trainings organized by the University without fail. He also urged students to avoid 

plagiarism at all costs and to use the University Library that offers the Turnitin tool for for 

checking plagiarism. He reminded the participants that the University allows up to 15% 

similarity on works done by students. The VC echoed the need for maximum utilization of 

electronic resources provided by the University.  The VC  reminded the participants that the 

number of publications required by the University was at least one full-length paper and at least 

two full-length papers for masters and  PhD students respectively.  He emphasized the need for 

students to be diligent in their research with a view of producing quality publications. The full 

speech by the Vice-Chancellor is provided in Appendix 1.  

 

 
The Vice-Chancellor of the University of Embu, Prof. Daniel Mugendi addressing participants 

during the 6th postgraduate students publishing workshop at the University of Embu. 
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Arrival and registration of participants at the 6th postgraduate students publishing workshop  

 

 

 
Participants follow proceedings of the 6th postgraduate students publishing workshop 
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PRESENTATIONS 

 

ONLINE MANUSCRIPT PREPARATION  

BY PROF. ROMANO MWIRICHIA, DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH AND EXTENSION 

The Director of Research and Extension, Prof Romano Mwirichia informed the participants 

about the existence and use of online manuscript preparation tools. He stated various online tools 

are available and can assist the students to write  their papers. He highlighted the following: 

Wiley Author path 

Wiley is a publishing house with online courses to help equip authors with knowledge and skills 

on writing their manuscripts. They provide author services that guide the students through 

manuscript writing and submitting to the best journal. One has to create an account on the author-

path website https://www.author-path.com/en.  

Elsevier  

It is a publishing house providing the basics on how to write a manuscript. They provide a lead 

on how to organize the manuscript, how to prepare the research and how to prepare the 

manuscript. Create an account https://www.researcheracademy.elsevier.com 

Author aid 

This is an online service that involves persons who know how to offer guidance and assistance 

on manuscript writing. They have 239 articles on how to write a manuscript. They take one 

through the basics beginning from the title; suggestions on a good title. They also suggest the 

best journal for your paper, how to construct good sentences, and the requirements of the paper 

as per the journal suggested. The tool also proposes people who could be mentors. Registration 

can be done by visiting the website.  

Springer Academy 

Springer a leading publishing house offers services without pay with the same training on how 

to write a manuscript. Create an account https://www.springer.com/gp/authors-

editors/journalauthor/ and join the Journal-author-academy. 

Types of studies/ articles 

Director of Research and Extension further stated the various types of a research studies. They 

include; research article, a full-length research project, short communication involving a brief 

report about the study, technical note, a brief report on the methodology, review article, case 

report and a letter.  The University expects the students to present a full-length research article. 

The results section is an important part of the paper; however, the format and structure of the 

paper are based on the  format of the journal of choice.  The detailed presentation is attached as 

Appendix 2. 

 

 

https://www.springer.com/gp/authors-editors/journalauthor/
https://www.springer.com/gp/authors-editors/journalauthor/
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The Director of Research and Extension, Prof Romano Mwirichia presenting on manuscript 

writing  

 

 

 
Director of Board of Postgraduate Studies, Prof. Nancy Budambula addressing the students 
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EMERGING ISSUES IN STUDENT RESEARCH AND PUBLICATIONS BY 

DIRECTOR OF BOARD OF POSTGRADUATE STUDIES  

The Director of Board of Postgraduate Studies, Prof. Nancy Budambula reminded the 

participants that the publication requirements at the University of Embuare;  master's students 

shall publish one paper from a recognized journal indexed in Scimago and PhD students shall 

publish two papers. She urged the students to first focus on writing the papers then the thesis.  

This way the student can prepare and submit the thesis for examination as the publication process 

in a peer-reviewed journal is in progress. She reminded the students to ensure that  they are the 

first author for their publication. In her presentation, the Director emphasized the need for an 

appropriate student-supervisors relationship. The students at the  University of Embu participate 

in choosing their supervisors and the University does not select supervisors for the students.  The 

supervisors are appointed through the Senate. She noted that the relationship between the 

supervisor and the student should always be professional and the University will not tolerate 

cases of sexual harassment.  The Director reminded the participants that the similarity level for 

student works at the University of Embu is 15%.  

The Director, BPS outlined the common challenges that face postgraduate students and result in 

poor quality theses and  publications over the past few years at the University of Embu. In her 

statement, the major observation was poor-quality objectives. She urged the students to set their 

research objectives at higher levels of Bloom's taxonomy. This is vital in generating publishable 

data. She further emphasized that good objectives are applicable for students in both natural 

sciences and students in social sciences.  The Director emphasized that  the quality of a paper 

depends on the objectives. She also discouraged the students from the same department from 

publishing in the same journal as this may lead to rejection. The University is determined to see 

students publish papers in high-impact journals. To achieve this, she noted that the University 

BPS has focused on training postgraduate students.  

The Director, Board of Postgraduate Studies noted laziness among students is a common 

impediment to producing good publications. She discouraged the students from uploading their 

thesis or results chapter as a way of generating a paper. Instead they should focus on preparing 

good manuscripts as required by each journal.  Students should also include a detailed workplan 

and budget in their research proposal, as it is the same proposal that would be considered in case 

of application for funding. In her presentation, the Director noted that the sampling technique 

was another shortcoming in many student proposals. She urged the participants to be careful 

with sampling techniques since sample size is core in research. She noted that data analysis and 

study design are important in research though most students take them for granted. She stated 

that students should be well conversant with sampling techniques that are available in the 

previous publishing workshop proceedings that can be downloaded from the BPS website. The 

Director noted that  some of proposals are investigating problems that may not be of  importance 

to society, thus will be problematic to publish.  Poor study designs and poor data analysis 

techniques have also been observed to be common among the theses and manuscripts in the 

recent while. The Director encouraged the students to follow the instructions given by the 

specific journal on how to prepare the manuscript as this will reduce chances of rejection of the 

paper.  Before submitting a manuscript to a journal, the participants were urged to ensure that 

the indexing in Scimago is current. For more details see Appendix 3  
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DATA ANALYSIS  

BY DR. DANIEL NTHIWA, LECTURER IN THE DEPARTMENT OF  BIOLOGICAL 

SCIENCES  

Dr. Daniel Nthiwa, a lecturer in Biological Sciences Department at University of Embu, took 

the participants through the importance of data analysis in a publication. He gave examples of 

diverse software like r-GUI, R-studio, SPSS, STATA and NVIVO that can be used in different 

types of studies. He encouraged the students to focus on open access software like R studio 

because it is flexible and can be used by both sciences and social sciences. Dr. Nthiwa noted that 

there are free online courses on how to use this software. He then emphasized the factors 

influencing the choice of data analysis software. Such factors include; the type of data, study 

design, and distribution of data. He encouraged the participants to keep their data because most 

high-impact journals require the students to produce their raw data. In his presentation, he 

pointed out the questionnaire as an important tool in data collection used by students from 

different departments. He further noted the steps of the survey process, which include; the 

purpose, planning, designing questions, testing and evaluation, data collection, and analysis and 

report writing. Dr. Nthiwa encouraged the students to formulate easy-to-understand questions 

based on the requirements of the questionnaire preparation. He urged the students to carry out 

pre-testing or piloting to help improve the clarity of the questionnaire and improve the questions 

and time taken. He further advised the students to involve subject experts, methodologists and 

data analysts when designing a questionnaire. The detailed presentation on data analysis is 

provided as Appendix 4. 

 

WHAT EDITORS AND REVIEWERS LOOK FOR: TEN LESSONS FROM MY 

JOURNEY,   BY PROF NANCY  BUDAMBULA, DIRECTOR OF BOARD OF 

POSTGRADUATE STUDIES 

Prof. Nancy Budambula shared the key issues that reviewers and editors look for in a manuscript.  

In preparing a manuscript  one must pay close attention to instructions to author which are often 

specific to a particular journal.  When asked to do corrections, these must be done, and every 

correction responded to. Those that cannot be done have to be explained.  During the research 

phase it is important to pay attention to details as sometimes the small observations turn out to 

be the major findings.  Good papers will not come easily as they will require investment of time 

and demonstration of scientific or academic rigour thus one must pay attention to controls, 

ethical approvals, replication, sample size, appropriate design and data analysis.  Whereas a 

thesis will report everything that was done, a paper will focus on important findings, thus the 

two can have different findings and a thesis can yield many papers.  A good manuscript title that 

summarises the findings is an important selling point for a manuscript.  A manuscript must also 

be of significance or importance to human welfare and society. 

 

Rejection of manuscripts is part and parcel of the publishing process.  Therefore, one must 

prepare and deal with rejection of manuscripts when it happens.  Rejection is not limited to 

students as it happens to everyone.  Prof Budambula shared her experiences of rejection and 

encouraged the participants not to give up when it happens.  Instead of giving up authors should 

view it as an opportunity for improvement. When  a manuscript is rejected, use the comments to 
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improve the manuscript then submit to a different journal.  Some of the reasons why manuscripts 

are rejected are:  

− Inadequate Sample Size. 

− Being outside the aim and scope of the journal. 

− Poor study design, poor research questions or poor objectives. 

− Poorly written papers, jargon, grammar. 

− Nonadherence to instructions to author. 

− Inadequate or wrong methodology, data cannot be validated. 

− Poor data analyses. 

− Does not contribute new knowledge or does not interpret existing knowledge in a new 

way. 

− Lack of originality of thought or significance. 

− No clear conclusions were drawn  

− Violation of research ethics; plagiarism, ERC, etc 

Sometimes a manuscript that challenges status quo or upsets industry can also be rejected.   

 

Is publishing in high impact journals achievable? Prof Budambula explored this question and 

noted the quality of a paper is decided the day the objectives are set.  She noted that objectives 

set at low levels of Bloom’s taxonomy will not yield papers publishable in high impact factor 

journals.  During objective setting, one must consider the kind of journal that can accept the 

work and read sample articles from the journal of interest.  In the era of multidisciplinary 

research, the questionnaire is a value tool that improves the quality and applicability of research 

findings.  Prof Budambula reiterated that there is no end to learning and she also learns new 

skills  from her students. she noted that a PhD thesis should have 100 to 200 pages while a 

master's student thesis should have 50 to 100 pages. However, a manuscript ranges 20 to 25 

pages though some journals provide a specific number of words.  In conclusion, there is no 

shortcut to publishing, one must be willing to put in the hard work required, follow instructions 

to author and do corrections from reviewers. For more details see Appendix 5. 

 

A STUDENT EXPERIENCE IN PUBLISHING BY DR. HELLEN NJURA  

Dr. Hellen Njura, who graduated with a PhD degree in Education from the University of Embu 

in 2020,  sensitized the participants on the various challenges that students face during the 

process of publication.  She provided a short history of the challenges she faced at the start of 

her doctoral degree.  Dr. Njura mentioned regardless of the challenges she faced, resilience and 

persistence kept her moving forward. This was achieved through proper planning and time 

management. She emphasized to the students that we don't just publish to graduate but to 

generate new ideas and knowledge  as well as to research and solve problems that the targeted 

group faces in society. She also touched on the financial constraints faced by the students in the 

process of data collection and publishing. To overcome these challenges, she advised the 

students to be keen on their budget and plan well to ensure that data is collected efficiently and 

effectively. She emphasized that there is no need to publish in predatory journals, which require 

publication fees but rather consider publishing in journals that do not require publication cost or 

provide full waivers  to the researchers from the less developed and developing countries. Dr. 
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Njura also warned the students on the risk of taking so many years to write a manuscript or 

thesis. First, she noted that the research findings could become outdated with time and you  find 

that other researchers have already gone deep into your research area and even published; thus, 

your output becomes obsolete and difficult to publish. This results in wastage of resources, which 

is a key factor because of redoing the work and rewriting the same. 

Dr. Njura encouraged the students to go beyond simple software like excel and Statistical 

Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) for data analysis and recommended more advanced software 

for data analysis such as STATA and R-studio. In conclusion, Dr. Njura pointed out some 

observations she had made  during her publishing journey. First, she mentioned various mistakes 

made by students, which include but are not limited to publishing knowingly or unknowingly in 

predatory journals. Second, frustrations are real during the process of publishing, she mentioned 

that trying out research funding in vain and losing loved ones at the prime time of studies. Dr. 

Njura also advised the students not to lie at the boundary. They should have more than the 

minimum number of articles required by the Board of Postgraduate Studies (Appendix 6). 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND PLAGIARISM BY MR. JAMES NJUE, THE 

UNIVERSITY LIBRARIAN 

The University Librarian briefed the participants on the different forms of Intellectual Property. 

The Librarian noted that plagiarism has been a key issue in the past and at present. He urged the 

participants to embrace the goals of intellectual property protection. Intellectual property are 

creations of the mind: inventions, literary and artistic works, and symbols, names, images, and 

designs used in commerce. Further, he stated that intellectual property is divided into two broad 

categories, which include; 

1. Industrial property-which includes inventions (patents), trademarks, industrial designs, 

and geographic indications of source. 

2. Copyright includes literary and artistic works such as novels, poems, plays, films, 

musical works, artistic works such as drawings, paintings, photographs and sculptures, 

and architectural designs. Rights related to copyright include performing artists in their 

performances, producers of phonograms in their recordings, and those of broadcasters in 

their radio and television programs. 

Mr. James Njue also pointed out some basic facts on intellectual property that the authors need 

to know, and this include: Copyright protection is automatic once a work is fixed in a tangible 

medium, oint authors each have full and equal copyrights. Copyright can be transferred only in 

writing. Not all rights have to be given away – author/copyright rights can be broken apart. He 

also went further and stated that copyright is a "bundle" of author’s right, and these exclusive 

rights include: Reproduce the work in copies, Distribute copies of the work, Publicly display or 

perform, Make derivatives, adaptations, translations and authorize others to use any of these 

rights Mr. James Njue mentioned the author's options as one of the intellectual property rights. 

This authors options include; 

1. Transfer all rights to the publisher (traditional) - the author no longer has control over 

work. 

2. Licensing (Creative Commons)- enables the copyright holder, whether author or 

publisher, to license partial rights to other parties. 
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3. Addenda (SPARC, Science Commons, and CIC) added to copyright transfer 

agreements and referred to the author's desired rights. This leads to negotiations between 

author and publisher. 

 

The University Librarian also elaborated on dangers of plagiarism. He stated that plagiarism is 

using others' ideas and words without giving them credit/the act of presenting other persons' 

work or ideas as your own. He expounded on the types of plagiarism as shown below;  

1. Stealing - This is exactly what it sounds like! If you take a sentence, or even a unique 

turn of phrase, and pass it off as your own, this is stealing.  

2. Patch working - Using words and phrases from a source text (that may or may not be 

acknowledged) and patching them together into new sentences. 

3. Insufficient Paraphrasing - Taking an author's words and changing them slightly 

without quoting the actual text is plagiarism. Say it entirely in your own words, 

otherwise, but the author's text in quotes and reference the source.  

4. Misquoting - When you quote another author in your work, always be sure to quote 

exactly what was said. Direct quotes are when you use an author's exact words. Indirect 

quotes are when you report an author's spoken or written words, but not his/her exact 

words. Both must be cited!! 

5. Duplicating Publications - You cannot reuse/recycle your paper for use in another 

assignment without explicit permission from the instructor. If you cite your previous 

works, remember to cite yourself! 

He stated that the common mistakes that most of the researchers make contributing to plagiarism 

include but not limited to: Cut & paste from electronic/Internet sources without using quotes or 

properly citing the source; Download audio, visual, or arts without proper permission (Copyright 

issues); Cite statistics/facts without the source, unless they are common knowledge; The 

University Librarian  outlined the basic guidelines to avoid plagiarism. These include;  

1. Write down your thoughts and questions before looking into sources. Use these notes to 

keep track of changes in your ideas 

2. Don't rely too much on one source, or you might use that person's thoughts instead of 

your own 

3. Cite the sources of all ideas, opinions, facts, and statistics that aren't common 

knowledge.  

4. You do not need to cite if you are using universally understood concepts or common 

knowledge 

5. When in doubt, CITE 

Mr. James Njue recommended Turnitin as the most suitable anti-plagiarism software. He stated 

that the purpose of Turnitin is to; deter plagiarism, hold students accountable, determine the 

similarity of text to sources as well as enhance teaching and student learning.   Turnitin further 

provides resources to assist in teaching research and writing skills, including proper citation. 

The full presentation on intellectual property rights and plagiarism is presented in (Appendix 7). 
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PATENTING BY DR JULIUS MUGWERU, LECTURER IN THE DEPARTMENT OF 

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 

Dr. Julius Mugweru took the participants gave an overview of patenting and what is required to 

patent. He highlighted the elements needed to produce commendable research data. He urged 

the participants to be dedicated to whatever they are doing, embrace failure  and trying again and 

again as part of the success. Dr. Julius Mugweru noted the key attributes needed to produce a 

worthy research success. These attributes include but are not limited to readiness to accept 

failure, willingness to commit to hard work, the ability to troubleshoot, dedication, curiosity, 

passion for research, embracing independence and resilience. He mentioned the common causes 

of hardship when it comes to research which include; the inability to accept failure and choosing 

a research path for prestige rather than any real research interest. 

 

In his presentation Dr. Mugweru elaborated on how the researcher can know that he/she has 

patentable results. First, he stated that you need to be excellent in whatever you're doing based 

on the type of research. Second, he stated that it is crucial to apply for a patent before submitting 

the manuscript and clearly show that part of that manuscript submitted that has been submitted 

to only be patented. He also emphasized the conflict of interest that might arise whenever a 

promising innovative idea is distinguished. To avoid this conflict, there has to be an author's 

agreement before collaborating. The main source of conflict in research is from funding and the 

corresponding authors in a publication. He urged authors who face these challenges to go back 

to the drawing board, as it is their work, not that of the supervisors. Dr Mugweru took the 

participants through a detailed journey of the research work he went through to generate and 

acquire a patent.  For more details see Appendix 8. 

 

PLENARY DISCUSSION 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

 

Questions 1: Is it advisable to use the requirements of all journals when writing or choosing 

a specific one?  

Answer: The students were advised to use one specific journal relevant to their work. 

 

Questions 2: Do the publishing houses provide plagiarism reports after uploading the 

manuscripts, and are there risks associated with online manuscript preparation? 

Answers: No, the publishing houses do not provide any plagiarism report. The students were 

assured that once the work is uploaded it is not unveiled to the public. 

 

Questions 3: What are the impacts of publishing before thesis writing? 

Answers: It was noted that there is no impact since whatever is published will be in the thesis. 

The thesis is usually the final product of the paper.  

 

Question 4: Is there training on using software in data analysis, or will supervisors help 

navigate? 

Answers: Yes, there is online training on software; in addition, the University will put software 

training and workshops into consideration. 
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Questions 5: Can we access the software from the University's ICT? 

Answers:  The students were encouraged to use free online software as some of the software, 

such as an R studio, are freely accessible online. 

 

Question 6: What is the minimum sample size for secondary data? 

Answer: One has control over primary data and not secondary data. 

 

Question 7: What happens when one publishes in a journal not indexed in Scimago? 

Answer: The paper will be declined by the University.  The students were urged to withdraw 

the paper, but if one has more than one paper, one can leave it and publish the others in a 

journal(s) appearing in Scimago. 

 

Question 8: What should one do when a publishing house rejects a manuscript?  

Answer: The Director, BPS, noted that once rejected, address corrections provided by the 

publishing house and submit to another journal without delay.  

 

Question 9: Can one publish one objective or combine all? 

Answer: Yes, it is possible to publish one objective or a combination of the objectives. It also 

depends on how one formulated the objectives. For a PhD, every objective should yield a paper.  

 

Question 10: Are there risks when using Turnitin before publication? 

Answer: No, the work is not exposed to anybody unless the supervisor or the Librarian exposes 

it. The students were further advised not to use Turnitin from sources other than the University. 

 

Question 11: Are there financial benefits of patenting? 

Answer: Yes. The patent can be sold  and income generated.  

Question 12: Can one account for data cleaning? 

Answer: It is possible to account for data cleaning, but one should have what is required, 

including the raw data. 

Question 13: Does the University assist the students with resources? 

Answer: Yes. The University allows the students to work in the laboratories for free and have 

access to other areas like the farms.  Some Universities charge for laboratories.  

Question 14: How can students outside the University have access to the library 

documents? 

Answer: One is able to access the information using remote access while away from the 

University. 

Question 15: Who is in the position to check for the level of plagiarism? 

Answer: The supervisors and the librarian. 

Question 16: What percentage of similarity is allowed at the University? 
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Answer: 15% 

Question 17: Does one publish to graduate? 

Answer: No. scholarly work is meant to expound more on knowledge. 

Question 18: What is the risk in taking more time when writing a thesis? 

Answer: The more one delay, the more they become outdated hence, the articles elapse and one 

is forced to learn new literature. 

Question 20: When writing a proposal, should one cite from high impact journals or 

predatory? 

Answer: If you cite from predatory journals then your work will be predatory quality and you 

will end up publishing in a predatory journal. Therefore, one should use articles from indexed  

high impact journals for citation. 

 

CLOSING REMARKS BY PROF. KIPLAGAT KOTUT, DEUPTY VICE 

CHANCELLOR (ACADEMICS, RESEARCH AND EXTENSION) 

Prof. Kiplagat Kotut, the DVC (ARE), closed the workshop by appreciating the Director BPS, 

facilitators, ICT team, rapporteurs and the students. He further noted a lot of information had 

been given to the students at the workshop, but it was up to them to translate it into meaningful 

research output.  The DVC noted that academics is not about where you place yourself  but were 

others place you as a scholar.    Little knowledge as a scholar is dangerous and one must 

endeavour to be deeply rooted.   One is only able to excel in academics if they love what they 

do but not when they are forced to. Do it for yourself and not for the teachers and the lecturers. 

Every student should focus on the quality of the proposal stating clearly the problem and the 

sample size.   In his final remarks the DVC  encouraged the students to start writing today.  

 

CLOSING PRAYER 

The closing prayer was offered by Dr. Zippy Njagi, a lecturer in the School of Business and 

Economics. 

The workshop ended at 5.30 pm.   
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APPENDICES 
 

APPENDIX 1: VICE CHANCELLOR’S SPEECH 

 

The Vice Chancellor’s speech was as follows: 

• Members of University Management Board  

• Facilitators and Resource Persons 

• Deans, Directors and Chairmen of Departments 

• Academic staff  

• Postgraduate students  

• Ladies and gentlemen 

 

Good morning, 

It is with great pleasure that I join you this morning for the Sixth Postgraduate Students 

Publishing Workshop.  This workshop brings together about 130 postgraduate students from 

the University of Embu.  

I take this opportunity to thank each one of you for attending and more importantly, the Director 

BPS and the University Librarian for organizing this workshop. I appreciate the willingness of 

Prof Romano Mwirichia,  Dr Julius Mugweru, Dr Daniel Nthiwa, Dr Hellen Njura,  Mr James 

Njue and Prof Nancy Budambula to facilitate this workshop.  Thank you for supporting 

postgraduate studies at the University of Embu.  

I wish to draw your attention to four (4) items. 

1. Avoid plagiarism 

Plagiarism is academic fraud that devalues research in universities and graduate employability.  

I therefore urge you to avoid plagiarism at all costs. Turnitin is the official plagiarism detection 

tool of the University of Embu.  Please note that the acceptable maximum similarity level for 

all student works remains 15%.  Endeavour to make it less than 15%. 

Work closely with your supervisors and learn how to check your own work.  The University 

has already trained your supervisors on how to use Turnitin.  In the event you have challenges 

in using or interpreting the output from Turnitin, please feel free to consult the Library staff.   

2. Attendance of postgraduate trainings 

The different postgraduate trainings organized in the University, are intended to build your 

research capacity and improve your student experience.  I note with concern that some students 

habitually fail to attend these trainings.  Please note that you are required to attend these 

trainings.  Director BPS please let me have the names of those students who are not in today’s 

training for action by my office.  
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3. Use of Electronic Resources 

In addition to hardcopy books, the University has paid for 39 information databases through 

the Kenya Library and Information Science Consortium. There are other additional 35 open-

access databases. The University Library has also subscribed to the Remote-X platform which 

allows for off-campus access to these electronic resources.  

Out of the 39 databases, 26 of the subscribed resources have actively been used. Springer, 

Taylor and Francis, Wiley and Sage are the most accessed databases. From the statistics, the 

usage  has improved from 34.5%  in 2019 to 66.7% in 2021. However, I would like to see 

maximum utilization of all the databases especially by postgraduate students.      

 

4. Publications by Postgraduate students 

a) Publication requirements  

At the University of Embu, a master’s student is required to publish at least one paper before 

the degree is awarded. The PhD student is required to publish at least two papers before award 

of the degree.    All the papers published by postgraduate students shall be in refereed journals 

from reputable publishers indexed in Scimago. This means that your research work must 

translate to meaningful research output.  

Publication of one paper by a master’s student and two papers by a PhD student is the bare 

minimum.  A good master’s thesis should yield two papers while a good PhD thesis should 

yield at least four papers.  This is determined by having smart objectives.  I urge you to aim 

high and go beyond fulfilling the minimum requirements. 

b) Excellence in research and publications 

Globally, universities are expected to be centres of excellence in training and research.  

Webometric ranking of universities is done globally twice in a  year. As postgraduate students, 

you are expected to contribute to the excellence criteria in the ranking by publishing in high 

impact journals.  Currently webometric ranking is based on journals indexed in Scimago. 

c) Recommended indexing body 

With effect from 1st March 2021, only papers indexed in Scimago are being accepted from 

postgraduate students at the University of Embu. At the moment, there are  32,954 journals 

indexed in Scimago.  The Scimago database has journals in all areas of knowledge including 

business and education.  

In the last few weeks, the Director BPS has given guidance on how to search for a journal in 

Scimago.  The Director has also guided you on how to differentiate a journal that is currently 

indexed from one that was once indexed, but is no longer indexed in Scimago. I urge you to 

pay attention to these details to avoid frustration. It is also important that you work closely with 

your supervisors in the publishing process.   

Going forward, the University will not entertain any student who feigns ignorance on this 

matter.   
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d) Publishing papers and writing the thesis  

For timely completion of your studies, you will need to adopt an effective strategy since it takes 

6 to 12 months to publish in most of the good journals.  Immediately you have some data that 

can be analyzed, start writing your first paper.  Focus on publishing your findings, objective 

by objective. Once the minimum requirements of one paper for masters and two papers for 

PhD are met, you can focus on writing your thesis or project report.  The other papers can be 

written as the thesis examination process continues.  Many students lose time by first writing 

the thesis before starting on the publications.  Director BPS, please expound on this aspect 

during this workshop. 

e) Progress in publishing 

Despite the challenges, the University has made good progress in publishing by postgraduate 

students since the last workshop held in 2019.  In the last one year, a number of postgraduate 

students published their research findings in high impact journals by reputable publishers such 

as Elsevier, MDPI, PloS and Springer.  In particular, I commend the master’s students who 

published in high impact journals for this effort.   

In conclusion, I urge all participants to pay attention and attend the whole workshop.  The 

University expects continuous improvement in original research and quality publications from 

all areas of knowledge. Today’s workshop will enlighten you on how to prepare your 

manuscript and navigate the peer review process. 

Ladies and Gentlemen,  

I wish you a very fruitful time and I hope that you will benefit immensely from this training.  

 

It is now my pleasure to declare the sixth publishing training for postgraduate students 

officially opened.  

 

Thank you and God bless you all. 

 

Prof. Daniel Mugendi Njiru, Ph.D 

VICE-CHANCELLOR 
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APPENDIX 2: ONLINE MANUSCIPT PREPARATION TOOLS 

BY PROF. ROMANO MWIRICHIA 
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APPENDIX 4: EMERGING ISSUES IN STUDENT RESEARCH AND  

PUBLICATION AT UoEm BY  DIRECTOR, BOARD OF POSTGRADUARE 

STUDIES 
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APPENDIX 5: DESIGNING EFFECTIVE QUESTIONNAIRES AND DATA 

ANALYSIS BY DR. DANIEL NTHIWA 
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APPENDIX 5: WHAT EDITORS AND REVIWERS LOOKS FOR  

BY PROF. NANCY BUDAMBULA 
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APPENDIX 6: A STUDENT’S EXPERIENCE IN PUBLISHING BY DR HELLEN 

NJURA 
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APPENDIX 7: INTERLLECTUAL PROPERTY AND PLAGARISM BY MR. JAMES 

NJUE  
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APPENDIX 8: PATENTING BY DR. JULIUS MUGWERU 
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